Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The electromagnetic (EM) response of an optical device depends on the dimensions and material parameters of its components. This often imposes a limitation on their tuning functionality in a way that the EM response gets determined at the stage of fabrication, since new dimensions and/or materials are required to obtain a new EM response. To obtain the possibility of real-time tuning of the EM response of optical structures after the fabrication, dynamically tunable scenarios are required to be implemented. Among different ways of tuning, tuning with variable voltage (electrical tuning) has always been the most desirable and has been the topic of extensive research over the last decade. For this purpose, different methods and materials have been suggested. Utilizing electro-optically active materials is one of the most common methods for electrical tuning of optical structures. Optical behavior of these materials is modified by applying voltage. Liquid crystals^[@CR1]--[@CR4]^, organic crystals^[@CR5]--[@CR7]^, graphene^[@CR8]--[@CR11]^, heavily doped compounds like Al-doped ZnO (AZO)^[@CR12]^ or n-type Indium Antimonide (n-InSb)^[@CR13]^, and transparent conductive oxides like Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)^[@CR14]--[@CR19]^ or Indium Zinc Oxide (IZO)^[@CR20]^ are common materials used for this purpose. The choice of an electro-optic (EO) material depends on the design and the operating wavelength range of the optical structure. It is noteworthy that micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) or nano-electro-mechanical systems (NEMS) have also been used to provide optical devices with the possibility of real-time controlling^[@CR21],[@CR22]^.

Recently, several works have been reported, in which ITO is used to electrically tune the reflection spectrum of the optical structures, in particular, the one of the reflect-array metasurfaces^[@CR14]--[@CR19]^. Some works have been dedicated to the use of ITO as the tunable material to actively steer the beam reflected from metasurfaces^[@CR18],[@CR19]^. The structures involving ITO as the active material generally use it in the configuration of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) capacitor, so that by applying voltage, the carrier concentration of ITO changes in the vicinity of the ITO-oxide interface. These changes lead to those in the plasma frequency of the Drude model of the permittivity of ITO, and thus modulate the permittivity and the refractive index profile of ITO^[@CR23]^. This is how the optical response of such structures gets tuned by the application of voltage.

A number of works have also used graphene as the active material^[@CR8]--[@CR11]^. The tuning in these works has been possible due to the shift in the Fermi energy level of graphene, which is obtainable by applying a bias voltage, so that the optical response of graphene and the whole structure is changed.

Color generators represent a wide class of the optical devices having various applications including displays, printing technologies, imaging, and light emitters. Some structural color generators are available in nature in specific types of insects, birds, and animals, such as butterfly wings^[@CR24]--[@CR28]^. Initial artificial color displays have employed liquid crystals, and produce the three main colors, red, green, and blue^[@CR29]--[@CR31]^. Recently, metamaterials have been introduced as a new platform that enables the realization of color displays with higher compactness, better resolution, better power-efficiency, and more flexibility in design-based color tunability. There is a lot of works demonstrating color filters without the possibility of real-time tuning^[@CR32]--[@CR39]^. At the same time, tunable color filters working in the transmission or reflection mode have also been reported; some of which are dynamically controllable by the polarization of incident light^[@CR40]--[@CR42]^, while some others are electrically tunable^[@CR1],[@CR4],[@CR13],[@CR43]^. For example, it has been suggested to use a polarization-tailored dichroic resonator combined with a twisted nematic liquid crystal^[@CR44]^. However, in this case, lithography is required in the fabrication process.

In most of the earlier works, lithography is typically required as a part of fabrication process, which is the main barrier to mass production. It brings many limitations such as significantly restricting the area of samples, decreasing the throughput, and increasing the cost of fabrication. Therefore, coming up with a lithography-free design is of great importance for the purpose of large-area production and cost reduction. A lithography-free approach has been recently proposed in a few works for color filters, which cannot be tuned in real time^[@CR18],[@CR19]^. These series of lithography-free bandpass filters are based on the MIM cavities and work in the transmission mode.

In this work, we propose an electrically tunable, lithography-free, ultra-thin color filter. It is designed by utilizing the EO dielectric organic crystal of 4-dimethyl-amino-N-methyl-4-stilbazoliumtosylate (DAST) as the insulator layer and Silver (Ag) as the metal layer, in the simple MIM cavity^[@CR45]^ configuration. The total thickness of the structure is only 120 nm, where the thickness of layers (metal, insulator, and metal) is 25, 70, and 25 nm, from the top to the bottom. Description of optimization procedure along with conceptual analysis is presented. Moreover, a simple approach has been suggested for the determination of the resonance wavelength by the use of circuit theory, which has not yet been applied to the MIM structures, to the best of our knowledge. The passband region of the designed filter continuously covers the whole visible region by tuning the applied voltage, so that the output color changes from violet to red by changing the voltage from −12 to +12 volts. The device has the capability of functioning with negative voltages, which makes it relatively power-efficient. It can have applications in optical communication and switching, dynamic displays, holograms, imaging devices, light emitting structures, and smart color-tunable windows.

It has to be mentioned that in contrast with ref.^[@CR46]^, in which MIM waveguides with the localized input and output were suggested as color filters, in our work operation in the transmission mode allows us using incident beams of rather arbitrary width. Moreover, our color filter enables continuous tuning over the whole visible range owing to a linear change of refractive index of the used EO material, compared to^[@CR46]^.

Calculation and Analysis {#Sec2}
========================

Figure [1(a)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} depicts the 3D schematic of the structure. It consists of two metal layers and an insulator layer sandwiched between them. Both metal layers should be thin so that the top metal layer allows the incident light couple into the structure, and the bottom layer allows the light couple out of the structure and have a significant transmission. In other words, the MIM configuration acts like a Fabry-Perot cavity, in which the metal layers play the role of partially transparent mirrors and the dielectric layer fills the space between the mirrors. The physical phenomenon taking place in this cavity is that the incident light is partially reflected from the top metal-air interface, and partially penetrates into metal, and eventually penetrates into the cavity. The light is reflected back and forth between two semi-transparent metals and travels in the dielectric region of the MIM resonator. In each reflection, some part of light transmits through the bottom metal layer, eventually leading a significant portion of the incident light to be transmitted through the structure. Because of the Fabry-Perot-like behavior of the MIM cavity, not all the spectrum of the incident light gets trapped inside the cavity. Only spectral components corresponding to the resonance wavelength of the MIM cavity get trapped and eventually transmitted. The resonance wavelength of the MIM cavity, which determines the narrow transmission spectrum of this MIM filter, follows the equation^[@CR47]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2(\frac{2\pi }{{\lambda }_{res}}){n}_{i}{d}_{i}+{\varphi }_{b}+{\varphi }_{t}=2\pi m,$$\end{document}$$Figure 1(**a**) 3D schematic of the MIM filter and, (**b**) the cross-section of the structure in (x,z)-plane. The names assigned to the thickness of layers are demonstrated in (**b**).

where *λ*~*res*~, *n*~*i*~, and *d*~*i*~ denote the resonance wavelength of the MIM filter, the refractive index, and the thickness of the dielectric layer, respectively. The second and third terms in the left-hand side, *ɸ*~*b*~ and *ɸ*~*t*~, denote the phase shift due to reflection from the bottom and the top metal layers, respectively. Finally, *m* in the right-hand side is an integer that determines the order of the MIM cavity mode. For the light to be trapped inside the MIM cavity, the phase condition in equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) must be satisfied. This means that the phase accumulated in a full round-trip inside the cavity, which includes the effect of reflection from the metal layers (left-hand side of equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})) should be an integer multiple of 2*π* to enable the constructive interference of partially transmitted waves in each full round trip. Eventually, this constructive interference leads to the enhanced transmission of light through the cavity.

To calculate the transmission for the studied structures, the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) is adopted in this work. The TMM calculations are verified by using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations performed by Lumerical FDTD solutions, a commercial software package^[@CR48]^. Details of the TMM calculations are presented in the Supplementary Information.

Now, we present the circuit model of the studied structure, which is built by using the transmission line theory. It is noteworthy that circuit models are quite universal. They have successfully been used in analysis and design of various optical^[@CR49]^, terahertz^[@CR9],[@CR10],[@CR50]^, and microwave^[@CR51]^ structures. In our case, the circuit model significantly simplifies the calculation of the reflection phases for the bottom and the top metal layers, i.e., *ɸ*~*b*~ and *ɸ*~*t*~. The rigorous electromagnetic approach is significantly more complex compared to the circuit theory approach we use here. It has to be mentioned that, to our knowledge, the circuit theory approach has not been applied in earlier works for the reflection phase calculations in MIM structures. In addition to the simplicity, it allows us to predict the resonance wavelength with perfect accuracy, as will be demonstrated in the next section.

The circuit model of the proposed structure is presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. *Z*~*t*~, *k*~*t*~, and *d*~*t*~ are the normalized (to free space impedance) characteristic impedance, propagation constant, and the thickness of the transmission line for the top metal layer. By changing the subscripts of the same parameters from *t* to *i* or *b*, the similar parameters are introduced for the dielectric or the bottom metal layer, respectively. Z~0~ is the free-space impedance and its normalized value is 1.Figure 2Circuit model of the structure using the transmission line theory. The incident light approaches from the left side.

In order to calculate the reflection coefficient of the top and bottom metal layers, one needs the input impedances seen from the metal-dielectric interfaces towards the metal layers. The input impedance seen from the interface of the top metal layer and the dielectric layer is denoted by *Z*~*in*,*t*~ in the Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. *Z*~*in*,*b*~ in this figure is the same parameter, but corresponding to the bottom metal layer. *Z*~*in*,*t*~ is indeed the transformed impedance of air through the top metal layer. It is obtained using the following equation^[@CR52]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${Z}_{in,t}={Z}_{t}\frac{1-j{Z}_{t}\,\tan ({k}_{t}{d}_{t})}{{Z}_{t}-j\,\tan ({k}_{t}{d}_{t})}\cdot $$\end{document}$$*Z*~*in*,*b*~ can be calculated similarly, just by changing the subscripts from *t* to *b* in equation ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}).

The reflection coefficients of the top metal layer and the bottom metal layer are named as *r*~*t*~ and *r*~*b*~, respectively. *r*~*t*~ can be calculated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${r}_{t}=\frac{{Z}_{in,t}-{Z}_{i}}{{Z}_{in,t}+{Z}_{i}}\cdot $$\end{document}$$*r*~*b*~ is calculated similarly, by replacing *Z*~*in*,*t*~ with *Z*~*in*,*b*~. *r*~*t*~ and *r*~*b*~ are, in general case, complex numbers which can be written in the phasor form as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Now, the calculation methods are elevated in detail, so we can calculate the transmission spectrum of an MIM filter. The top and the bottom metal layers both are chosen to be Ag with the thickness of 25 nm. The refractive index and the thickness of the dielectric layer are 2.2 and 70 nm, respectively. The thickness of the dielectric layer is chosen to have the resonance wavelength and the transmission band at the visible range. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the transmission spectrum of this MIM structure, which is calculated by using the TMM method.Figure 3The transmission spectrum (blue line) of the MIM structure with the metal layers chosen as Ag and the values of *n*~*i*~, *d*~*t*~, *d*~*i*~ and *d*~*b*~ being 2.2, 25 nm, 70 nm, and 25 nm, respectively; the corresponding vertical axis being on the right side of the plot in blue color. The accumulated round-trip phase (red line) according to equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) calculated by using the proposed circuit model; the corresponding vertical axis being on the left side of the plot in red color.

To show that the resonance wavelength of the MIM cavity-based filter is correctly determined by (1), the total phase accumulated in a round-trip inside the cavity, *ɸ*~*tot*~, which is given by the sum of the three terms in the left-hand side of (1), is calculated using the circuit model, as explained above. The obtained *ɸ*~*tot*~ of this structure is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} in red color together with the transmission spectrum shown in blue color. As follows from (1), *ɸ*~*tot*~ must be equal to an integer multiple of 2*π*, *m* ≥ 0. In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we have shown the point, at which this condition is satisfied for *m* = 0. As seen from Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the resonance wavelength found from the phase condition perfectly matches the resonance wavelength (or the peak wavelength) of the transmission spectrum and is equal here to 550 nm.

For a better understanding of the electromagnetic phenomena occurring inside the structure, the magnitude of the electric (E) and magnetic (H) field distributions along the z-axis (normal to the layers of the structure), versus wavelength are shown in Fig. [4(a,b)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. The dashed vertical lines in these figures correspond to the resonance wavelength which is equal to 550 nm. From both figures, it is clearly seen that the structure supports a cavity resonance mode at this wavelength, which is trapped inside the dielectric layer. It becomes more obvious while looking at the E field distribution.Figure 4Contour plots of the magnitude of (**a**) the electric and, (**b**) the magnetic field in the studied structure, the transmission spectrum of which is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, versus the wavelength. The vertical dashed line crosses the wavelength of 550 nm, which corresponds to the resonance of this MIM filter.

The other explanation of this phenomenon is that the field distributions convey the existence of the even mode supported by the MIM resonator at the resonance wavelength (see Fig. [4(b)](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, since the metal layers are not infinite in terms of their thickness, this supported mode is a leaky mode which can be coupled to the incident and transmitted plane waves, leading to enhanced transmission at the resonance wavelength.

Optimization of the structure {#Sec3}
=============================

In this section, we will investigate the effect of the dimensions and materials on the transmission spectrum and optimize the proposed structure.

To explore the effect of the thickness of the dielectric layer on the transmission spectrum, we refer to equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). The term *n*~*i*~*d*~*i*~ on the left-hand side of this equation is actually the optical beam path inside the cavity. The main approach to tune the transmission spectrum is to modulate the beam path. It is obvious from the equation that by increasing the path, the resonance wavelength or *λ*~*res*~ increases as well, or, in other words, it experiences a red-shift. Therefore, to tune the transmission spectrum, one can change either *d*~*i*~ or *n*~*i*~. Figure [5(a,c)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} show the transmission spectrum of the MIM structure for different thicknesses of the dielectric layer. The transmission profiles presented in Fig. [5(a)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} are calculated using the TMM method, and the ones shown in Fig. [5(c)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} are simulated by employing the Lumerical FDTD Solutions^[@CR48]^. The metal layers are 25 nm thick and their material is chosen as Ag, and *n*~*i*~ is equal to 2.2. The red-shift in the transmission spectrum can be observed while increasing *d*~*i*~. Figure [5(b,d)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the transmission spectra of the structure for different values of *n*~*i*~, which are calculated using the TMM and the FDTD methods, respectively. *d*~*i*~ is assumed to be 70 nm thick and the metal layers are completely the same as the ones for Fig. [5(a)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that by increasing *n*~*i*~, the resonance wavelength of the transmission increases. To obtain a more precise image about the spectrum tuning effects, Fig. [5(e,f)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} depict the contour plots of the transmission spectrum versus the wavelength for varying values of *d*~*i*~ and *n*~*i*~, respectively. Both contour plots are calculated using the TMM method. The color corresponding to each wavelength is also shown at the bottom of Fig. [5(e,f)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} to help visualizing the change of the output color. It is seen from Fig. [5(f)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} that a less than twofold difference in *n*~*i*~ is required to cover the whole visible spectrum. However, the important restriction is that the above-mentioned tunings can be obtained when the changes are made at the stage of fabrication, i.e., by either changing the dielectric thickness or replacing the dielectric material with another dielectric with a different refractive index.Figure 5The transmission spectrum of the MIM filter calculated for different values of *d*~*i*~ when *n*~*i*~ = 2.2 by using (**a**) the TMM, and, (**c**) the FDTD method, and for different values of *n*~*i*~ when *d*~*i*~ = 70 nm by using (**b**) the TMM, and, (**d**) the FDTD method. Contour plots of the transmission spectra of the MIM filter (**e**) for varying values of *d*~*i*~ when *n*~*i*~ is 2.2, and, (**f**) for varying values of *n*~*i*~ when *d*~*i*~ is 70 nm, versus the wavelength, which are calculated by TMM, and, the output color as a function of wavelength is also shown at the bottom of the plots in (**e**) and (**f**). In all cases, the material of both metal layers is chosen as Ag and the layers are 25 nm thick.

Here, by using an EO dielectric material, the refractive index of which changes while being under variations of applied voltage, the tunability of the transmission spectrum, like that in Fig. [5(b)](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, can be realized in an active way after the fabrication. This is the basis of this work, which will be explored in the next section.

In order to design a color filter with a reasonably high quality factor (i.e., narrow bandwidth) and at the same time to have an appropriate transmission intensity, the choice of metals and the optimization of their thickness are of high importance. As it will be shown below, it is critical for the color filter performance.

Figure [6(a)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} depicts the transmission spectrum of the MIM structure for *n*~*i*~ and *d*~*i*~ being equal to 2.2 and 70 nm, respectively, in the case of using all possible four combinations of Silver (Ag) and Gold (Au) as the top and the bottom metal layers with the thickness of 25 nm. The two metal names in the legend of the figure, left and right ones, correspond to the top and the bottom metal layers, respectively. It can be seen that the best result is obtained in the case of using Ag for both the top and the bottom metal layers, both in terms of the transmission strength and the higher quality factor. It can be observed that by interchanging Au and Ag in the positions of the top and the bottom metal layers, the transmission spectrum remains the same. The complex refractive index data of Ag are taken from Palik^[@CR53]^ (0--2 *µ*m) and for Au, they are taken from Johnson and Christy^[@CR54]^.Figure 6The transmission spectrum of the MIM filter calculated (**a**) for all possible combinations of Ag and Au used in the metal layers, and for different pairs of (**b**) unequal and (**c**) equal values of *d*~*t*~ and *d*~*b*~ when *d*~*i*~ is 70 nm and *n*~*i*~ is 2.2, and both the metal layers are chosen as 25 nm thick Ag.

Now, as the final step for the optimization of the structure, we investigate the effect of the thickness of the top and the bottom metal layers. Figure [6(b)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the transmission spectrum for the case of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${d}_{t}\,\ne \,{d}_{b}$$\end{document}$. The results also show that similarly to replacing one metal by another, like in Fig. [6(a)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, there is no difference when interchanging the thicknesses of the top and the bottom metal layers. Figure [6(c)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the calculated transmission of the structure when *d*~*t*~ = *d*~*b*~. It is obvious from Fig. [6(b,c)](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} that by choosing thinner metal layers, the transmission amplitude increases, however, this comes at the cost of losing the quality factor and the desired  sharpness of the spectrum of the color filter. Taking this trade-off behavior into account, based on the calculations presented above, we choose the thickness of each of the top and the bottom metal layers to be 25 nm to achieve a reasonable compromise between the quality factor and transmission strength.

From Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} it is observed that by changing the thickness or the material of the metal layers, the resonance wavelength shifts as well. This may seem counter intuitive at first, but it can be clearly explained based on the previously presented results for the reflection phases, which are obtained from the circuit model. Indeed, any change in the choice of metal or the thickness of the top metal layer changes the values of *Z*~*t*~, *k*~*t*~, or *d*~*t*~. Subsequently, the value of *Z*~*in*,*t*~ (equation ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})) and therefore the values of *r*~*t*~ and especially *ɸ*~*t*~ (equations ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""},[4](#Equ4){ref-type=""})) are changed. In a similar manner, any change in the bottom metal layer leads to a change in the value of *ɸ*~*t*~. Therefore, the changes of the metal layers modulate the values of reflection phase shifts, and this leads to that the resonance wavelength experiences a shift (see equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})).

To briefly summarize, we have so far optimized the color filter by choosing the appropriate metal to be Ag and the thickness of the top and bottom metal layers to be 25 nm, both. We also explained in-detail the effects exerted by the basic parameters on the quality factor, transmission intensity, and the resonance wavelength of this MIM filter.

Electrical Tuning {#Sec4}
=================

As shown in the previous section, a less than twofold difference in *n*~*i*~ should be sufficient to cover the whole visible spectrum. The required difference can be realized by implementing the electrical tunability through the use of DAST, an EO material, as the dielectric layer. DAST has a large EO coefficient equal to 3.41 nm/V^[@CR43],[@CR55]--[@CR57]^. The refractive index of DAST is a function of the applied voltage and can be written as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [7(a)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} depicts the schematic of the structure with applied voltage. Figure [7(b)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the transmission spectrum for different values of the applied voltage when *d*~*i*~ is 70 nm. It is obvious from this figure that by varying the voltage from −12 to +12 volts almost the whole visible spectrum can be covered by the output transmission color of this MIM filter. Figure [7(c)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the continuous tuning of the transmission spectrum by plotting the contour plots of the transmission versus the wavelength and applied voltage. For a better visualization of the color tunability, the output color as a function of wavelength is also shown at the bottom of the plot of Fig. [7(c)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 7(**a**) 3D schematic of the electrically tunable color filter, (**b**) the transmission spectrum of the color filter for different values of the applied voltage, (**c**) contour plots of the transmission spectra at continuous variation of applied voltage, the output color as a function of wavelength is also shown at the bottom of the plot, (**d**) 3D surface plot of *ɸ*~*tot*~ versus wavelength and applied voltage; the meshed plane shows the zero-phase plane, and, (**e**) the resonance wavelengths versus the applied voltage calculated from the phase condition (equation [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) and from the TMM method.

The 3D surface plot of the accumulated phase in a round-trip inside the cavity, *ɸ*~*tot*~, is shown in Fig. [7(d)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} as a function of wavelength and the applied voltage. The intersection of the surface corresponding to *ɸ*~*tot*~ with the plane of zero-phase (the first integer multiple of 2*π*) determines the points of resonance and, thus, the expected peaks of transmission spectra. It can be seen that the intersection with zero-phase plane (the resonance wavelength) increases from around 400 nm to around 700 nm by increasing the applied voltage. The resonance wavelength versus the voltage is plotted in Fig. [7(e)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Here, the wavelengths are calculated by finding the peak of the transmission spectrum from the TMM method, and are also calculated from the intersection of *ɸ*~*tot*~ with zero-phase plane shown in Fig. [7(d)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. There is a perfect agreement between the two methods. The results presented in Fig. [7(e)](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} clearly show that the fine and continuous tuning of the output color can be achieved by varying the applied voltage from −12 V to +12 V. Based on these results, the average shift in the resonance wavelength for every 10 V increment in applied voltage is 105.4 nm, which is a great number compared to the previous works^[@CR13],[@CR43],[@CR58],[@CR59]^. For instance, in the design proposed in^[@CR59]^, a less than 50 nm shift of the resonance wavelength is obtained in the visible regime by the application of 160 V. In the design proposed in^[@CR17]^, a 40 nm shift is obtained with 50 V. Also in^[@CR46]^, the resonance peak shifts 22.5 nm per 10 V. Finally, in^[@CR4]^, a less than 100 nm shift is achieved in the near-infrared region by a 70 V applied voltage. Therefore, our proposed design is really power-efficient.

It is also expected that the suggested structure has the potential of electrical tunability in the case of oblique incidence. By applying the changes that are mentioned in the Supplementary Information to the TMM calculations, the transmission spectrum of the structure for the incidence angle of 45 degrees has been calculated. The results are shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} for both TM and TE polarizations. They confirm that the tunability is nearly the same as at normal incidence; i.e., almost all the visible range gets covered by sweeping the voltage between −12 and +12 volts.Figure 8The transmission spectrum of the electrically tunable color filter for different values of the applied voltage at the incidence angle of 45 degrees, for (**a**) TM and (**b**) TE polarization, calculated by the FDTD method, and for (**c**) TM and (**d**) TE polarization, calculated by the TMM method.

The obtained results show that by the use of this simple geometry, and by the appropriate and optimized choice of materials and dimensions, a powerful tuning of the color of the MIM cavity based filter in the visible region can be obtained. The proposed structure covers the whole visible region by varying voltage only from −12 to +12 volts, so it is also power-efficient. This structure does not require any patterning and lithography and has a total thickness of 120 nm, i.e., it is ultra-thin and significantly light. Therefore, it is perspective for large-area and mass production of electrically tunable color filters.

Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

The general concept, theoretical background, and in-detail design steps of an MIM cavity based, electrically tunable color filter are presented. The effect of each design parameter has been investigated. An unprecedentedly simple approach has been suggested for the precise calculation of the resonance wavelength of the MIM structures, which is based on the circuit theory. The optimized electrically tunable structure which has the total thickness of 120 nm gets tuned from transmission output spectrum of the violet color to the red color, by only varying the applied voltage from −12 to +12 volts. The electrical tuning is continuous and covers the whole visible region. The proposed design has an important advantage of being lithography-free, which makes it a great candidate for large-area and mass production of tunable color filters. Our design is also relatively power-efficient compared to the earlier works. The presented structure can be used in a large number of applications such as optical communication and switching, displays, imaging devices, and color-tunable windows.

Methods {#Sec6}
=======

FDTD Lumerical simulations^[@CR48]^ are carried out in a 2D simulation environment in the (x, z)-plane (see Fig. [1(b)](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The z-axis is normal to the structure and the x-axis is parallel to the interfaces of layers of the structure. Therefore, Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) boundary condition is used for the boundaries normal to the z-direction and periodic boundary condition is used for the boundaries normal to the x-direction. The simulation region or the unit cell has 200 nm size in the x-direction and 4000 nm size in the z-direction. The structure is centered inside the simulation region with respect to the mid-plane in z-direction. A plane wave source is placed above the structure, close to the top boundary of the simulation region, which is illuminating toward z-direction to the structure. A linear frequency-domain field and power monitor is placed on the other side of the structure, close to the bottom boundary of the simulation region to collect the transmitted light. The meshing applied to the structure has 2 nm steps in the z-direction and 5 nm steps in the x-direction.
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